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The performance of a mobile robot can be improved by utilizing different locomotion modes in various terrain conditions. This
creates the necessity of having a supervisory controller capable of recognizing different terrain types and changing the locomotion
mode of the robot accordingly.This work focuses on the locomotion strategy selection problem for a hybrid legged wheeled mobile
robot. Supervisory control of the robot is accomplished by the terrain recognizer, which classifies depth images obtained from a
commercial time of flight depth sensor and selects different locomotion mode subcontrollers based on the recognized terrain type.
For the terrain recognizer, a database is generated consisting of five terrain classes (Uneven, Level Ground, Stair Up, Stair Down, and
Nontraversable). Depth images are enhanced using confidence map based filtering. The accuracy of the terrain classification using
Support Vector Machine classifier for the testing database in five-class terrain recognition problem is 97%. Real-world experiments
assess the locomotion abilities of the quadruped and the capability of the terrain recognizer in real-time settings. The results of
these experiments show depth images processed in real time using machine learning algorithms can be used for the supervisory
control of hybrid robots with legged and wheeled locomotion capabilities.

1. Introduction

Locomotion is a fundamental problem of mobile robotics.
Legged, wheeled, and articulated bodies are three primary
types of locomotion. Working environment, stability, system
complexity, and cost are some of the primary factors to con-
sider in choosing a task-specific locomotion configuration for
a mobile robot. In such systems wheels are employed in first
place thanks to their higher indices of stability, efficiency, and
increased payload capacity. However, ubiquitous implemen-
tation of this configuration is prevented by the substantial
limitations of these robots on unstructured environments.
Despite the significant effort to tackle the problem [1–5],
wheels are still far from being a panacea for locomotion in
all types of environment.

Inspired from the nature, legged locomotion offers robust
mechanisms to overcome the difficulties presented by the
rough terrain [6]. Capable in navigating on even terrain,
legs could have been claimed a universal solution for mobile
robot locomotion. However, there are disadvantages of this
configuration aswell. Static and dynamic stability is one of the

major challenges for legged systems. To solve these, engineers
tend to create complex solutions with increased costs [6].

Major drawbacks of legged and wheeled locomotion
remain unresolved. Hybrid robots emerged to find the best
combinations of these two configurations. Generally, hybrid
mobile robots can be divided into two types [7]. First type
is articulated-wheeled robots with wheels mounted at the
end of the legs. Wheels can be active or passive to provide
more options for terrain-specific mobility [8–10]. Second
type of hybrid robots [7, 11] is designed with legs and
wheels separated, but it is always acting synergistically during
locomotion.

One of the primary requirements for a field robot is
the capability to operate in different terrain conditions.
Employment of an appropriate locomotion strategy for a
certain terrain condition necessitates the recognition of the
environment and execution of a corresponding high level
control action. Terrain classification has been approached
fromvarious perspectives using different sensors such asRGB
cameras and range imaging devices [12–15]. Several examples
of using various sensors for mobile robot navigation and
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Figure 1: Hybrid quadruped test platform during legged operation (a), and the solid models with dimensions in legged (b) and wheeled (c)
configurations. Dimensions are given in mm.

traversability analysis can be studied in [16–19]. High clas-
sification accuracy and time efficiency is reported on seven-
class recognition problem [20], where researchers build class
representations of nonuniform complexity based on the fact
that some classifications can be successfully done with cheap
classifiers while others might require much complex ones
and incur a lot of penalty for errors. Accuracy of up to 90%
was observed with feature-based color images classification
on eight-class recognition problem; authors used terrain
classification to select an energy efficient gait for a hexapod
robot [21]. To continue, an approach to analyze environment
traversability by processing depth images acquired from
a mobile robot was presented in [22]. For this, authors
introduce the Unevenness Point Descriptor (UPD), which
encompasses information on both inclination and roughness
of surface.

In this work we present a novel approach for locomotion
strategy selection of a hybrid mobile robot based on depth
images acquired from an on-board time of flight depth
sensor, part of a low-cost lightweight compact RGB-Depth
camera. The framework requires a supervisory controller
which contains a terrain recognizer as the main element
used for decision making. Specifically, a hybrid quadruped
capable of legged, wheeled, and synergistic legged-wheeled
locomotion is designed and built as a test bed (see Figure 1).
With respect to the locomotion, both configurations are
separated from each other and do not operate collaboratively,
except for Stair Ascent and descent. Rather than looking
for the most efficient combination of legged and wheeled
configurations, our system applies locomotion switching
for utilizing the configuration associated with a particular
terrain type. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
work is the first to utilize depth sensor for creating a depth
image based terrain classification framework enablingmobile
robot locomotion strategy selection. Another contribution
is the analysis of the effects of confidence based filtering
to depth image classification for real-time robot locomotion
problem.

2. Time of Flight Range Imaging

Time of flight (ToF) is a range imaging technology which
dates back to early 2000s. Distinct from other range imaging
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Figure 2: Time of flight sensor operation principle.

techniques, ToF allows the capture of the entire target scene at
once using only one device. Standard configuration of a ToF
device allows acquisition of range data and is comprised of
modulated infrared light source, a sensor (e.g., CCD/CMOS),
and an optical system. Time of flight sensors employ the
principle of calculating the time of flight of an infrared
light emitted from a source to the destination (Figure 2).
Specifically, themethod calculates the phase shift of the signal
and, knowing the speed of light, obtains the distance to the
point in the scene from which the light was reflected. By
measuring the phase shift of the signal at each pixel of the
sensor and knowing the modulation frequency, it is possible
to calculate the time delay using (1) and distance using (2):

Δ𝑡 =
𝜑

2𝜋𝑓
𝑚

, (1)

𝑑 = 𝑐Δ𝑡, (2)

where 𝜑 is the phase shift, 𝑓
𝑚
is the modulated frequency, 𝑑

is the distance, and 𝑐 is the speed of light. Given these and
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Figure 3: Commercial ToF sensors: (a) Fotonic E70. (b) MESA SR4000. (c) Brainvision BV-TOF. (d) Argos 3D p100. (e) Microsoft Kinect.
(f) SoftKinetic DS325.

the fact that we measure half the distance the light travels
(Figure 2), the depth is calculated as follows:

𝑑 =
𝑐𝜑

4𝜋𝑓
𝑚

. (3)

Additionally, the system measures the amplitude of the
incident infrared light at each pixel and provides the corre-
sponding map, which is often called the “confidence” map.
The values of the confidence map can be used to describe the
reliability of the measurements at each pixel (the lower the
amount, the less reliable the measurement).

A relatively young technology, ToF, outperforms common
range imaging systems in certain aspects. A comprehensive
survey of time of flight cameras and comparative analysis of
the technology with alternative methods is given in [23].

(i) ToF cameras require only a single image for depth
map acquisition; they do not impose additional pro-
cessing for solving correspondence problem and are
robust to illumination change and partial scene occlu-
sion, compared to passive triangulationmethods such
as stereo vision.

(ii) Active triangulation light techniques (e.g., structured
light) on the other hand also eliminate the problem
of extensive computation and use a single camera.
However, there is a high power demand from the
light source and the requirement of a controlled light
environment. The latter problem is also valid for ToF
devices (in terms of infrared noise), however in a
much lesser degree.

(iii) Finally, laser based systems (e.g., LIDAR), a widely
used range imaging technique, outperform ToF cam-
eras in terms of measurement range, accuracy, and
reliability and have been successfully used for years
in numerous application areas including mobile
robotics. Nonetheless, laser based systems look less
attractive when compared from weight, size, and
power consumption point of view. Most importantly,
the nature of laser based systems assumes cross-
sectional scans performed in sequence, which limits
the capability of the devices in real time and within
dynamic scenes. In this relation ToF devices offer
advantageous sampling rates of 30–60Hz; they pro-
vide depth data as well as confidence information
which can be used for pixel-wise depth measurement
evaluation.

Nowadays, ToF devices are broadly utilized in human-
computer interaction, computer games and graphics,

robotics, activity recognition, and so forth [24–28]. In [29],
Alenyà et al. review applications of ToF sensors for vision
systems in robotics pointing out the distinctive features
ToF sensors for each of the discussed works. General
characteristics of Fotonic E70 [30], MESA SR4000 [31],
Brainvision BV-TOF [32], Argos 3D p100 [33], Microsoft
Kinect [34], and SoftKinetic DS325 [35], commercial off-
the-shelf depth sensors, are given in Table 1 with their
illustrations in Figure 3. These characteristics need to be
evaluated to choose the most appropriate ToF for specific
robotic applications.

3. Hybrid Quadruped with ToF Sensor

Hybrid quadruped test bed capable of implementing two
locomotion configurations separately is comprised of a main
platform, four legs, and four wheels (see Figure 1).The length,
width, and height of the textolite main platform are 220mm,
150mm, and 3mm, respectively. This part accommodates
the embedded system of the robot comprised of CM-
700 Dynamixel controller, RGB-Depth camera (DepthSense
DS325), and Zigbee receiver-transmitter (RX-TX) device
(Zig 110A). Total weight of the robot with all of the listed
components is 2.65 kg.

Every leg of the robot consists of shoulder, elbow, and
carpal joints. Legged locomotion of the hybrid quadruped
is achieved using eight Dynamixel MX-28 [36] (elbow and
carpal joints) and four Dynamixel MX-106 [36] servo motors
(shoulder joints). Shoulder joint of each of the four legs is
attached to the L-bracket fixed to the main platform. Total
length of the leg is 440mm and its structure is made of
caprolon.

Wheels of the quadruped robot are placed in a rhomboid
form, similar to one of the configurations proposed in [37].
Castor wheels were placed at the front and rear, while two
MX-28 actuated wheels were in-lined in the middle of the
platform form differential drive mechanism. For wheeled
locomotion, the robot lifts the legs above the main platform
as shown in Figure 1. On the other hand, for the legged mode
the robot “stands up” leaving the wheels in the air without
ground contact. Stair Ascent and Descent are implemented
by combinatory motions.

The hardware-software interface block diagram of the
hybrid quadruped is shown in Figure 4. The computational
elements of the robot consist of the on-board CM-700 con-
troller, and the personal computer (PC) running Windows 7
operating system. PC implements high level system control,
whereas CM-700 carries both middle and low level logic.
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Table 1: Time of flight depth sensor major specifications.

Sensor model Manufacturer Range FOV
(𝐻 × 𝑉) Resolution Dimensions

(𝐻×𝑊×𝐿) mm Weight (g) Power (W) Interface

Fotonic E70 Fotonic 0.1–10m 70 × 53 160 × 120 80 × 80 × 86 800 16 Ethernet

MESA SR4000 MESA Imaging Up to 5 or 10m
(optional) 44 × 35 176 × 144 65 × 65 × 76 470 24 USB 2.0 or

Ethernet
BV-TOF Brainvision Inc. Up to 2m 60 × 60 128 × 120 50 × 50 × 60 180 12 USB 2.0

Argos 3D p100 BLUETECHNIX
Products 0.1–3m 90 × 90 160 × 120 27 × 75 × 57 140 15 USB 2.0

Kinect Microsoft
0.8–4m
0.5–4m

(near mode)
57 × 43 640 × 480 73 × 280 × 73 1360 12 USB 2.0

SoftKinetic DS325 SoftKinetic 0.15–1m
(nominal) 74 × 58 320 × 240 30 × 105 × 23 120 <2.5 USB 2.0
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depth camera 
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servo motors
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Figure 4: NU hybrid quadruped hardware-software block diagram.

Communication between processing units is accomplished
with Zigbee RX-TX devices. Provided with control decisions
from PC, CM-700 is responsible for maintaining middle
level locomotion controllers and sending corresponding
commands to actuators. The system is powered by lead-acid
battery (Shimastu NP9-12, 12V9Ah) connected to CM-700
and carried by human operator.

DS325 from DepthSense is selected as the perception
sensor for the hybrid quadruped due to its low weight,
compact size, low power consumption, and relatively high
depth image acquisition rate. DS325 is connected to the
computer via universal serial bus (USB).The sensor is fixed to
the front of the main platformmaking an angle of 60 degrees
with the ground normal.

4. Control System Design

4.1. Control System Architecture. The three-level control sys-
tem of the hybrid quadruped is shown in Figure 5. High level
controller consists of the user direction reference,𝑚ref, terrain
recognizer, and the associated state chart, shown in Figure 6,
which depicts the transitions between locomotion states.
These states, Level Ground, Nontraversable, Stair Descent,
Stair Ascent, and Uneven Terrain, represent corresponding
terrain type locomotion controller and comprisemiddle level

controllers of the system. Finally, the low level controller
consists of the closed-loop position and velocity controllers
implemented internally at the Dynamixel actuators.

Even though our work is applicable to autonomous
robots, the present implementation assumes that a user is
providing the high level motion references to the hybrid
quadruped (i.e., forward, right/left). Additionally, the control
of the robot is delegated to the user, when the terrain
recognizer identifies a Nontraversable terrain. Specifically,
at the instant when Nontraversable terrain is detected, the
robot invokes the Stop subcontroller (Nontraversable state)
and then switches to the full manual control. The operator
directs the hybrid quadruped away from the Nontraversable
region and returns the control to the system. Provided with
directions and while navigating traversable environments,
the robot independently executes its control algorithms to
perform locomotion mode selection based on terrain classi-
fication results.

4.2. Wheeled and Legged Locomotion. As discussed in
Section 1, wheeled and legged locomotion configurations are
advantageous for navigation in structured and unstructured
environments, respectively. Therefore, as shown in Figure 6,
locomotion controller of Level Ground is contained within
wheeled mode section, whereas Uneven Terrain is part of
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Figure 5: Hybrid quadruped robot control system consisting of three hierarchical levels.
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Figure 6: State chart of the middle level locomotion mode controllers.

the legged mode. Internal subcontrollers of the states as
well as arrow lines connecting them describe particular
set of motions implementation. For example, Move For-
ward/Backward and turn left/right are the subcontrollers of
Level Ground state which generates trajectories for forward
and backward movements, as well as turning clockwise
and counter clockwise using differential drive. Similarly,
corresponding pair of subcontrollers maintains robot’s gait
on unstructured grounds. However, as it can be seen from
Uneven Terrain state in Figure 6, legged locomotion is lacking
backward movement.

Change of the environment requires a robust locomotion
configuration switching procedure. For this, Legs-to-Wheels
and Wheels-to-Legs, two transitional controllers, are pro-
grammed to connect states and enable seamless navigation in
mixed terrain environments. For instance, the transition from
Level Ground intoUneven Terrain state goes throughWheels-
to-Legs controller as shown in Figure 6.

4.3. Mixed Locomotion: Stair Ascent and Descent. Hybrid
quadrupedutilizes a collaborative locomotionwhich employs
both wheels and legs for Stair Ascent and Descent. When
terrain recognizer classifies the environment as Stair Down or
StairUp, the control system starts analyzing subsequent depth
images in order to detect declivity and acclivity, respectively.
Specifically, for each newly acquired depth image during
either of the modes, the depth values of each row for specific
range of columns (shaded region shown in Figure 7) are
summed. If the difference between two consecutive rows
exceeds a threshold, then a step is detected. The size and
location of the depth image analyzed for step detection,
as well as the numerical difference in depth between rows
required for decision making, were derived empirically by
analyzing number of factors, such as step dimensions, mobile
robot speed, and terrain recognition sampling time.

Both of the stair controllers start in wheeled mode, where
the robot drives forward until stair detection occurs. For
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Figure 7: Portions of the depth images analyzed for step detection in Stair Ascent (a) and Stair Descent (b) controllers with corresponding
RGB images shown on the bottom row.

ascent, the robot implements the Stand Up subcontroller
which is equivalent toWheels-to-Legs transition. On the legs,
the robot pulls itself onto the stair; it then changes back to
wheeled configuration by lifting the legs up and invokesMove
Forward subcontroller. Thus, in the cyclic manner the robot
climbs one stair after another upon detection of one, until the
supervisory controller classifies different environment and
commands to change locomotion mode.

Likewise, the cyclic manner of subcontroller invocation
and transition between locomotionmodes is utilized for Stair
Descent. After moving forward on wheels (Move Forward),
the robot puts the pair of frontal legs down one stair; subse-
quent wheel motion shifts the robot to the edge until active
middle wheels hang in the air and the hybrid quadruped
stops resting the backside of the platform on previous stair.
The robot then pulls itself down onto the next stair and
lands onto wheels lifting legs up and searching for a new
step until different terrain is recognized. Notice that the
hybrid platform motion is hard-programmed for proof of
concept for the depth image based supervisory controller
implementation. Thus, the platform has a limitation regard-
ing the locomotion versatility and robustness. Specifically,
the subcontrollers are programmed with the knowledge of
the target environment and under ideal assumptions. For

example, we assume that a robot can approach a step only
facing it in a straight direction with little deviation from this
direction allowed. The operations of both Stair Ascent and
Stair Descent subcontrollers are illustrated in Figure 8.

5. Supervisory Control: Terrain Recognizer

Themain part of the supervisory controller is the terrain rec-
ognizer. Terrain recognizer classifies acquired depth images
to five terrain types (classes). Depth image processing, feature
extraction, and classification are the main aspects which
determine the performance of the terrain recognizer. The
block diagram of the terrain recognizer is shown in Figure 5.
Terrain recognition starts with depth image acquisition,
proceeds with filtering, feature extraction and scaling, and
classification, and finishes with majority voting filter. This
section describes each of these steps in detail.

5.1. Database Generation. Nazarbayev University atrium
(large indoor area containing various ground types) was
selected for the database generation, terrain recognizer
implementation, and subsequent proof of concept experi-
ments. The database contains five ground types as follows:
Level Ground, Nontraversable, Stair Down, Stair Up, and
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Figure 8: Snapshots of the NU hybrid quadruped in different subcontroller modes ascending (a) and descending (b) stairs.

Uneven. Three datasets, each comprised of 9000 depth
images, are used for classifier training, testing, and voting
filter implementation, respectively.Depth images of 320× 240
pixel resolution were acquired at 30Hz sampling rate using
DepthSense DS325 camera. During database generation the
robot was always using a locomotion type corresponding to
the present terrain, that is, legged locomotion for uneven
ground, wheeled mode for Level Ground, and mixed loco-
motion for Stair Ascent and Descent. Three datasets were
captured in different locations of respective terrains to avoid
including same regions multiple times in the database. Ten
scans of 180 images (around 6 second segments per scan) are
captured per each class for every dataset. Database generation
took approximately three hours. Depth and corresponding
RGB samples for all terrain types are shown in Figure 9.

5.2. Depth Image Filtering. The quality of the depth images
can be improved using filtering. Consumer depth cameras, to
which DepthSense DS325 belongs, have a limited operational
range. Frequently, objects and surfaces in the scene are
out of the camera’s working range which lowers the data
reliability and consistency. Moreover, the infrared reflectivity
and light scattering are factors, which introduce noise to the
depth image acquisition process.Many depth sensors provide
confidence maps along with depth data. These maps contain
the modulated intensity of infrared light reflected back onto
the sensor. In other words, when associated with depth
images, confidence values can be employed as a measure of
reliability for the acquired range pixels.

Related work in the field of depth image filtering shows
variety of approaches to the problem. For example, authors
in [38] discard depth data by setting an amplitude threshold;
that is, range information for which the corresponding
confidence fails to exceed the threshold value is not taken
into account. Other researchers state that this approach

might result in the loss of important data and instead
introduce more complex filtering algorithms [39]. A compre-
hensive work on denoising of continuous-wave depth images
acquired using time of flight depth sensors [40] studied
the effect of applying several filtering techniques. Namely,
specific adaptive and nonadaptive variations of normalized
convolutions and median filtering using confidence values
were evaluated on real-world depth data acquired under
various conditions. Later, Kim et al. reported on a novel
mixed and noisy pixel filtering algorithm utilizing both depth
and color data from RGB-D cameras [41]. To continue, a
self-localization system for a mobile robot which utilizes
depth data enhanced with PCA-based signal reconstruction
functionality is presented in [42].

In this work, we used the normalized confidence map
values as weights for pixels during the filtering process to
improve the depth image denoising. Our choice for this
rather simple approach is based on the tight computational
requirements of real-time operation. The pixel (𝑖, 𝑗) of the
filtered depth image𝐷filt is computed using the original depth
image𝐷 and the corresponding confidence map 𝐶 using

𝐷filt (𝑖, 𝑗)

=

∑
1

𝑘𝑖=−1
∑
1

𝑘𝑗=−1
𝐷(𝑖 + 𝑘

𝑖
, 𝑗 + 𝑘

𝑗
) ⋅ 𝐶 (𝑖 + 𝑘

𝑖
, 𝑗 + 𝑘

𝑗
)

∑
1

𝑘𝑖=−1
∑
1

𝑘𝑗=−1
𝐶 (𝑖 + 𝑘

𝑖
, 𝑗 + 𝑘

𝑗
)

.

(4)

Computation of (4) requires the availability of confidence
map 𝐶 corresponding to each depth image present in the
database. Thus, during the database generation confidence
maps were also collected for all the samples in the datasets.
The effects of the filter application are presented and dis-
cussed in Section 6.
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Figure 9: Intensity and depth image samples for different terrains: (a) Level Ground, (b) Nontraversable, (c) Stair Down, (d) Stair Up, and
(e) Uneven Terrain. (Note there is the horizontal shift of 25mm between RGB and depth sensors on DepthSense DS325 camera, so the image
pairs do not fully overlap.)
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Figure 10: Recursive quadtree image regions used for feature extraction.

5.3. Feature Extraction. Division of depth images into uni-
formly sized rectangular regions in the quadtree manner,
with distance and shape related features extracted from
each region proved to be an effective and efficient way
of traversability affordance learning and prediction [43].
Problem of terrain classification in our work does not require
any knowledge of scene object shapes. Instead, we use similar
grid structure but only extract statistical data about each
region, minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation
values. Filtered depth image is divided into regions in an
iterative manner; first level is the full 320 × 240 pixels image.
This region is then divided into four uniform regions of 160
× 120 pixels. Each of the four obtained regions is divided into
another four uniform rectangles, which provides 16 regions
and 16 + 4 + 1 = 21 total regions at level 3. This process
continues and for levels 4 and 5 there are a total of 85
and 341 regions, respectively (see Figure 10). At every stage
statistical data of each region is extracted and stored in a
vector. With four features obtained from a region, iterations
2, 3, 4, and 5 generate feature vectors of 20, 84, 340, and
1364 lengths, respectively.The feature vectors are scaled to the
range [0, 1] and the scaling coefficients are stored.

5.4. Terrain Classification. For the five-class terrain recog-
nition problem we utilized Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifiers. LDA
[44] is extensively used for dimensionality reduction and
classification. LDA preserves the discriminant information of
the original feature space; it moves the data to a subspace
where the scatter between the classes is maximized, while
the scatter within a class is minimized. Equations (5) and

(6) are between and within scatter matrices, respectively [45].
Consider

𝑆
𝑏
=

𝑐

∑

𝑗=1

(𝜇
𝑗
− 𝜇) ⋅ (𝜇

𝑗
− 𝜇)
𝑇

, (5)

𝑆
𝑤
=

𝑐

∑

𝑗=1

𝑁𝑗

∑

𝑖=1

(𝑔
𝑗

𝑖
− 𝜇
𝑗
) ⋅ (𝑔
𝑗

𝑖
− 𝜇
𝑗
)
𝑇

, (6)

where 𝑔𝑗
𝑖
, 𝜇
𝑗
, 𝜇, 𝑐, and 𝑁

𝑗
are sample 𝑖 of class 𝑗, mean of

class 𝑗, mean of all classes, number of classes, and number
of samples in class 𝑗, respectively.

SVM [46] is a widely used kernel-based binary classifi-
cation technique which builds an optimal hyperplane sep-
arating samples belonging to different classes. Consider the
training sample {(𝑥

𝑖
, 𝑦
𝑖
)}
𝑁

𝑖=1
, where 𝑥

𝑖
∈ 𝑅
𝑛 and 𝑦

𝑖
∈ {1, −1}

represent instances and classes, respectively. In the linear
case, there are usually a number of nonunique hyperplanes
separating two classes which are described by

w𝑇 ⋅ x + 𝑏 = 0 w ∈ 𝑅
𝑛

, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅, (7)
where w is the normal vector to the hyperplane and 𝑏 is
the scalar basis. SVM algorithm tries to find the hyperplane,
which maximizes the margin between the closest samples
from each of the classes by solving the quadratic optimization
problem

min
w,𝑏

1

2
‖𝑤‖
2

subject to 𝑦
𝑖
(w𝑇 ⋅ x + 𝑏) ≥ 1, ∀𝑖.

(8)
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Figure 11: Filtered and unfiltered depth images and corresponding color image for Stair Down (a) and Uneven (b) Terrain samples.

Multiclass terrain recognition problem in this work is solved
using one-versus-one technique by creating 𝑐(𝑐 − 1)/2 SVM
binary classifiers using linear kernels. We used LIBSVM
library for SVM implementation [47].

Both LDA and SVM classification models are trained
offline using training dataset feature vectors of varying
length (20, 84, 340, and 1364) corresponding to the different
feature extraction levels. The optimal combination of data
dimensionality and classifier is then searched by evaluating
classification models with prescaled testing dataset of corre-
sponding length of feature vector. Entire set of information
required for data scaling and classification (depending on the
chosen classifier model and data dimensionality) is stored for
use in online real-time terrain recognition.

5.5.Majority Voting Filter. Occasionally a single depth image,
or a sequence of them, can be misclassified by the recognizer
for various reasons, for example, an image captured while a
robot is executing a highly dynamicmotion. In case of hybrid
mobile platforms, misclassified terrain can cause choosing
wrong locomotion mode, which in its turn might lead to
more serious failures. The robot might get stuck, stumble,
or fall. Therefore, we implemented a majority voting scheme
similar to the one applied in [48]. Specifically, the majority
voting filter uses a sliding window of predefined size. This
window contains consecutive terrain recognizer decisions
which are processed to determine the environment which has
the “votes” of 50% ormoremembers.The apparent drawback
of majority voting filter application is the increased decision-
making delay and inferior reaction to the environment
change. Depending on the number of classification results
considered in the sliding window and sampling rate of the

recognizer the latencymight decrease the supervisory control
performance. Thus there exists a trade-off between level of
confidence and delay in the supervisory controller decisions.
Simulation experiments were carried out to determine the
length of the majority voting filter.

6. Results and Discussion

6.1. Terrain Recognizer Parameter Optimization. Initial set
of experiments aimed to assess the effects of depth image
filtering and search for an optimal combination of extracted
feature vector length and classification model. For this we
used both filtered and unfiltered training and testing datasets
and applied various levels of feature extraction, specifically
levels 2, 3, 4, and 5 corresponding to feature vector lengths
of 20, 84, 340, and 1364, respectively. Level 1 was omitted
as providing only four features for the entire image. Level
6 and the levels above were not considered due to the high
number of features limiting real-time operation potential.
These combinations were evaluated with both LDA and
SVM classifiers resulting in 16 different classifier models.
Generated SVM models did not undergo optimization and
were used with default parameters of LIBSVM, except for the
kernel type which was set to linear. Recorded accuracy and
sampling time information is illustrated in Table 2.

Firstly, Table 2 shows that depth image filtering always
improves the accuracy of terrain recognition. The qualitative
effect of depth image filtering can be observed in Figure 11.
It is also seen that SVM notably outperforms LDA in seven
out of eight combinations. Additionally, SVMaccuracy grows
withmore features used for classification. Accuracy improve-
ments diminish with increasing feature vector lengths. On
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Figure 12: Top view of the experimental site with the outline of the route executed at the final trial. S and F letters in white circles denote
route start and finish, respectively. Segments of the route with manual mode enabled are denoted by red lines and circles.

Table 2: Effects of different feature extraction levels and filtering to
SVM and LDA classification accuracies.

Number of iterations 2 3 4 5
Number of features 20 84 340 1364
Extraction time (ms) 1.1 2 3.7 8.3
Unfiltered data

LDA 70.16% 92.99% 94.57% 92.72%
SVM 77.65% 90.86% 95.27% 96.32%

Filtered data
LDA 83.46% 94.78% 96.71% 95.12%
SVM 92.78% 97.02% 98.13% 98.46%

the other hand, computation time required for feature extrac-
tion increases from 1.2ms required to extract 20 features to
8.3ms to extract 1364 features.

The length of the feature vector affects not only the feature
extraction time, but also the computation time for classifi-
cation. Considering the real-time nature of the quadruped
supervisory control problem, we decided to use the level 3
feature extraction, which takes around 2ms to compute. The
confusion matrix for depth image filtered level 3 features
with SVM classification is given in Table 3. Online real-
time classification is accomplished using the classifier model
generated during offline classifier model formation.

Subsequently, the length of the optimal majority voting
filter was chosen. Presumably, a longer filter size would
increase the confidence of the terrain classification. However,
it would also introduce latency in the system response.
Therefore, a trade-off exists between the terrain classifica-
tion reliability and delay. Considering that the worst case
computation time for the terrain recognition is around
30ms during Stair Ascent and Descent, the sampling rate
of the high level control was set to 30Hz. An exhaustive
simulation experimentwas conducted using the third dataset,
in which the effects of the majority voting filter length were
evaluated. Table 4 shows the terrain recognition accuracy and
corresponding terrain change detection delay for different

Table 3: Terrain classification confusion matrix of SVM classifier
trained using 84-dimension data samples (filtered).

Terrain Predicted class
1 2 3 4 5

Actual class
Level Ground (1) 1760 0 6 21 13
Nontraversable (2) 1 1774 0 24 1
Stair Down (3) 2 1 1791 3 3
Stair Up (4) 8 14 0 1777 1
Uneven (5) 111 11 2 46 1630

voting filter sizes. It is seen that the terrain recognition
accuracy increases with increasing filter size. However, it
plateaus around 96.4% accuracy when the voting filter length
reaches 13. Based on this, the filter length was set to 13 frames
for real-time operation.

6.2. Real-Time Locomotion Experiments. A route consisting
of Level Ground, Stair Down, Stair Up, Uneven Terrain, and
Nontraversable regions at the Nazarbayev University atrium
was selected as the test site for the system (see Figure 12).
Experiment starts with the Stair Down, which is followed by
the Level Ground and Nontraversable regions with the latter
causing transfer of control to the human operator. Conse-
quently, the robot is directed away from the Nontraversable
terrain type and directed to the Stair Up. The section then
follows by the combination of Nontraversable region and
Level Ground types repeated twice one after another.The final
segment of the route is represented byUnevenTerrain, the soil
surface plantedwith various vegetation and trees.The ground
is elevated above even terrain and has a step transition. For
this configuration we added the step to Uneven Terrain class
and programmed the single step ascent procedure for the
robot locomotion. After transition into this environment, the
robot implements legged locomotion and moves forward for
some period of time after which the experiment is finished.
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Table 4: Terrain recognition accuracies for different majority voting vector lengths.

Size 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25
Level Ground, % 94,5 94,8 95,0 95,3 95,5 95,6 95,6 95,7 95,9 96,0 96,0 96,2 96,2
Nontraversable, % 95,8 97,3 98,0 98,9 98,9 99,0 99,6 99,6 99,8 100 100 100 100
Stairs Down, % 99,7 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Stairs Up, % 99,6 99,9 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Uneven, % 85,9 86,2 86,0 86,3 86,2 86,4 86,9 86,7 86,5 86,3 86,4 86,4 86,4
Total, % 95,1 95,6 95,8 96,1 96,1 96,2 96,4 96,4 96,4 96,5 96,5 96,5 96,5
Approximate delay (ms) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360

Real-time locomotion experiment was completed in approxi-
mately 8minutes. Directions such as forward, backward, turn
left, and turn right were given by the user for steering the plat-
form away from Nontraversable regions when the presence
of such resulted in the manual control invocation. All other
aspects of the robot control were executed autonomously.
The video of this experiment is provided as multimedia
material (seemultimediamaterial in SupplementaryMaterial
available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2015/425732).

Terrain recognizer results (both majority voting filtered
and unfiltered), angular velocities of both active wheels, and
joint trajectories of the front right leg were recorded during
the experiment and a 150-second long segment of the trial is
shown in Figure 13. The set of events which occurred in this
time interval correspond to those starting with the robot Stair
Ascent and ending with navigation in the Uneven Terrain.
Four gray shaded regions on figure indicate themanual mode
which is seen to be activated by recognition ofNontraversable
terrain. Terrain recognizer results are still recorded during
these intervals, and the manual mode is only disabled by
the human operator. The fourth gray shaded region with
manual control extended over Level Ground area represents
the final segments of the route, where the user drives the robot
away fromNontraversable terrain and directs it to theUneven
Terrain region.

The hybrid quadruped successfully completed the real-
time experiment route. No false locomotion was imple-
mented by the robot. Three Nontraversable objects (three
wooden benches and one rectangular wooden box) were
placed on the route of the robot (see Figure 12). Figure 13(a)
shows the presence of terrain recognizer misclassification
and “undefined” states (e.g., misclassification of Uneven,
12th second, and Stair Up, 16th second). Presumably, these
instances are the result of the highly dynamic motion of the
robot (e.g., climbing a Stair Up) combined with transitional
stages which are not covered in the database (e.g., a wooden
box appearing on the Level Ground exactly after the end of
Stair Up segment).

Single case of misclassification of Stair Up and Uneven
Terrain did not result in platform failure due to the reason
that, upon entering into corresponding states, the robot starts
searching for acclivity or declivity, that is, step down or up. As
long as a step is not found, the robot continues moving and
in case of actual terrain type being Nontraversable it transits
into this mode smoothly and invokes the manual mode
control. “Undefined” decisions do not affect system execution
because the same locomotion controller is kept active until
the majority voting filter chooses a different terrain type.
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Figure 13: 150-second segment from the real-time locomotion
experiment showing the terrain classification results (a), corre-
sponding front right leg joint angles (b), and the wheel angular
velocities (c). The gray shaded areas denote the manual control by
the human operator activated either by the human user or by the
detection of Nontraversable terrain.

7. Conclusion

Primary contribution of this work is showing the effective-
ness of using depth sensor as the source of high fidelity
perception for machine learning based terrain recognition.
Real-time locomotion experiments in mixed terrain envi-
ronments showed that the simple consumer depth sensor
for finger and hand tracking might serve as an effective
supervisory controller instrument for locomotion strategy
selection for a hybrid robot withmultiple locomotionmodes.
Additionally, we demonstrate the improvement of depth
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image classificationwhen simple confidencemap based filters
are used for depth image preprocessing.

As future work, we intend to extend the terrain recog-
nition problem to higher number of classes and employ the
algorithm in fully autonomous robots. Additionally, infrared
daylight interference, one of the potential shortcomings of
using the depth sensor, should be neutralized. Another area
of future work is employing depth camera based terrain
classification for the supervisory control of assistive devices
such as exoskeletons for paraplegic patients.
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